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WON DISCOUNT
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ST STATE LINE
OPEN TO THE

pusuc

NO FEE,
NO STAMPS 1

Prices good 2 weeks:
October 21 — Nov.2

Moe. Thurs 8: to 7:
Fri - Sat.

8: to

National Brands

NO GIMMICKS!

AT

GREAT SAVINGS
•,4

Sf-

OMIT BY FOLLIES—A major portion of the

profits from hat Weer!! Fabulous Follies,
sponsored by the Union City Business and
Professional Women's Club, was represented
4n a $1,500 check donated Tuesday to the Northwest Tennessee Mental Health Center to be
toolobilahod in Union City. Participating in the
0111VIROlgy were Gift to right) T. W. Jones,

president of the health center; Mrs. E. R. Barton, B&PW president; Dr. Richard G. Farmer,
psychiatrist from Memphis; Miss Dorothy Latimer, Follies program chairman, and Mrs.
Tommy Hawks, chairman of the Follies. Dr.
Farmer was in Union City to talk to health center officials about becomingdirector of the fourcounty mental health center.

Defense Department
Calls 17,500 Men
In December Draft
WASHINGTON (ANF)
The Department of Defense
has requested a monthly
draft call of 17,500 for De-

With Good Food

-

where your order is prompt and deliciously served. TRY - - - SHAKES, SUNDAES, BANANA
SHORTCAKE.
STRAWBERRY
SPLITS,
SLUSHES, FROSTED ROOT BEER and Many
Drinks. Try - ORBIT BARS in flavors (for groups
tool CREAM - for immediate or take home service.

DAM -CREAM
SANDWICH

Call in service
Yaw
Is A

—

SHOP
Phone 472-3657

Thank itiff,'Gene Cream

SHAVE LOTION 2 FOR 294
.ter
'
2 FOR 25t
294 Scouring Pads
2 FOR 25t
294 SORIPTO LITER FLUID
HI-HO REG. 394i Fabric Softener
2 FOR 464
HI-HO HOUSEHOLD CLEANER
REG. 49d 2 FOR 544
TONI
PEPS)DENT TOOTHBRUSHES REG. 6942 FOR 39t
$1.00 NEW DAWN SHAMPOO
HAIR
2 FOR 594
2 FOR nit
COLORING HEAVY DUTY, REG. Foilwrap
2 FOR $1.19
$1.89 V05 Shampoo Blue or Reg.
99c J& J Chix Diaper Liners
2 F°R 99c
RETAIL $2.29
$2.65 L C Jar Shampoo
2 MR $1.89
MONTHLY FEATURE
BY
59d BARBOSAL AFTER

cember.
Fifteen-thousand of the inductees will be assigned to
the Army and 2,500 to the
Marine Corps. All inductees
report in the first two
calendar weeks of December
to avoid the entrance of new
inductees to active duty during the holiday season.
The monthly draft calls
for this year were: January
34,000; February, 23,300;
March, 41,000; April, 48,000;
May
14
,1440
i0
i; Jo, 20,000;
Jul
September, 12,200; ctober,
13,800; November, 10,000;
and December, 17,500.

fou

994

DRACKETT

Mi/YSALE
IMO

BEHOLD WAX
AND
VANISH
At LOW, LOW

0.1
RETAIL $1.0/• RETAIL

RETAIL St
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ON NOVEMBER 5, 1968

VOTE YES
FOR YOUR FULTON COUNTY
LIBRARY SYSTEM!
You are only voting to pay THREE'AND A HALF
PENNIES PER $100 assessed valuation of your property.
Isn't that fair enough to keep a 'modern library system
in Fulton County ???

Here is all it will cost you:
$ 1,000 Assessment will pay only
$ 5,000 Assessment will pay only
$10,000 Assessment will pay only
$20,000 Assessment will pay only
$30,000 Assessment will pay only
$40,000 Assessment will pay only

_ _ 35c Library tax
$1.75 Library tax
$3.50 Library tax
$7.00 Library tax
$10.50 Library tax
$14.00 Library tax

IF THE LIBRARY TAX FAILS TO PASS, the
libraries and bookmobile will cease operation immediately after the ballots are counted. The State of Kentucky
has extended the time limit only until this ballot can be
taken.
Our Libraries are a step forward in the education of our children
(and many services for adults, too) for now and the years to come.
Pleas* vote"YES" toikeep them alive so that we can all go forward!
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PRICES!
PP

SUTTON

•

SPRAY
DEODERANT

Stitt()1
913r,
:1't()DOk

REGULAR

TOY PUPPET MAIL-IN OFFER

SEE OUR DISPLAY FOR 1
Crest
$1.09 FAMILY SIZE

PRICE
$1.49

694

62c

AILS

RETAIL $1.09

654
PRELA

CO5NYR

RETAIL $1.09

714

524

POND'S

DUSTING POWDER
$1.99 RETAIL

990

PLASTIC SALE
$1.00 Landry Basket
7

62$
$1.00 Garbs. tom
62$
3fai Plastic Polls
1St
stogo sto Basket

Vanity Box
FOR
se
,

IFS
RETAIL
$1.00

to;;'•
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BEEF' itINE

PORK

PORK

CUTLETS lb. 69c LIVER
FRESH PORK

lb. 39c

REELFOOT OR KREY

HOCKS

lb, 39c BOLOGNA lb. 59c

Pork Steak LB. 590
FULTON COUNTY 4-H BEEF
U.S.CHOICE

U.S.CHOICE

RIB STEAK

lb. 99c STEAK round lb. $1.09

U.S.CHOICE

U.S.CHOICE

CLUB STEAK lb. $1.09 STEAK T-Bone lb.$1.29
CHOICE

Steak

ISirloin

LB S1.09

FRESH
PORK PICNICS
TENDERATED

FROZEN PATTIES
BREADED - PORK
CHUCK WAGON
20"
.Each

—
—

10 FOR $1.00

SUG

SUPER VALUE

BREAD

20-oz. loaf 4 For $1.00
OTTLE ANDY
Riverview 6 LBS. $1.00
OLEO
'MARY LOU 303 SIZE
-CUT GREEN BEANS 8 cans $1.00
.KREY 303 SIZE
CHILI,with DEANS
3for $1.00
ALLEN'S 300 SIZE CANS
FRESH CREAM PEAS 2 cans 35c
TEXAS NEW CROP

PRIDE OF GEORGIA

GOLDCREAST

29-oz.

Country lb. 49c TURKEYS 6 to 8 lb. lb. 39c
OUR
Reelfoot lb. 69c
lb. 49c
"
I SAGE

With Additional $5.00
purchase Excluding
Milk and Tobacco products

nu
LB. BAG 19g
Please

2 1/2 SIZE CANS

TROPICANA BREAKFAST

PEACHES
4 for $1.00 ORANGE-DRINK 4 Os. $1.00
EGGS grade A small 3doz. $1.00 ORANGE-JUICE 1/2 gal. 79c
TROPICANA PURE

46-oz. CANS

RUBY.RED SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT
SNOWY.
WHIilarnEWER

HOG

HAM center slices lb. 99c JOWL
SOUTHERN BELLE
SLICED
STICK CHILI
lb. 69c

BREADED - VEAL
BEEF STEAK

LB

DII
iir- RCT7
F Iir

2 For 35c
head
29s

ZESTEE BRAND

3 CANS $1.00

18-oz.

LB. CAN

IIICIITEX SHOR'TENING

Each

53c

Box

35c

2 LB. BOX JACK SPRAT

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES Each 39c _ PANCAKE MIX

I
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ORANGES
90 TURNIPS= .29e
190 CELERY
LETTUCE
JONATHAN
YELLOW ONIONSinkak APPLES 3 390
TEXAS NEW CROP
JUICY SWEET

DOZEN

LARGE FIRM
HEADS

NEW CROP CALIF.

STALK

EACH

100

LB BAG

Genuine Fin.

FULTON And

Bread & Butter
.
1 a ai

CHINA
I at Special Low Prices!

DISH
with each $3.00
order

SOUTH FULTON TENNESSEE

LIU AMES
"
A
SON
SUPER
MARKET

SOUTH FULTON
LEADING SUPER.

I

DOUBLE QUALITY
STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

MSU Has Nearly 100 On Faculty
MURRAY. Ky.,

-Mur-

ray State University has 94 new
faculty members, including 20
with doctorate degrees, for the
1988-00 school year, according to
President Harry M. Sparks.
In addition to the number who
already have doctorates, Dr.
Sparks said a great number of
others ant near the completion
of requireenents and will finish
their doctoral work within the
next year.
"We are extremely pleased
that we have been able to add
this fine group of capable and
qualified individuals to the university faculty," he said. "We
are gratified that we have been
so successful In this highly competitive market for qualified
professors."
The total of 401 faculty members at Murray State is the
highest in the school's history—
surpassing last year's record of
MI Student enrollment at the
university is expected to reach
an all-time high of about 7,500
for the fall semester. 4,
New faculty members are:
School of Applied Sciences and
Tectmology: Dr. Durwood W.
Beatty, Eldon Heathcott, Dr.
Lloyd Jacks and V. R. Shelton,
department of agriculture; Dr.
Marjorie S. Stewart, department
of home economics; Eddie
Adams, Daniel Blankenship,
John Belt, Jerry McClarney and
John Steczak, department of Industrial education.
School of Arts and Sciences:
John H. Keene, department of
biology; Dr. Harry Conley, David Howell, Larry Ratliff and
Peter W. Whaley, department of
chemistry; John F. Kowalzik,
division of speech.
Mrs. Joanne E. Arable, Dr.
Charles Cella, Dr. Charles
Daughaday, Dr. Jean Lomb,
Peter D. Lund, Patrick A. McCarthy, Michael Miller, Gale L
_ Ward and Charles L Young, department of English.
Randal P. Arable, Miss Laurel
Covington, Anthony J. Droege
II, Bobby R. Falwell, David L
Horton and William Rondo, di. vision of art; David G. Elliott,
division of music; Miss Margaret L. Doyle, Jere Stripling and
Bill C. Wells, department ot
• health, physical, recreation, and
athletics; James Hirmmack Jr.,
William R. Higgins and Dr.
James A. Merino, department
of history.
_Lbr. Grady L Cantrell, Miss
Miura L Corlei,•DrAllarverL...
Elder, Dr. Carl E. Harrell, Mrs.
Cheryl H. McMurry, Medi Mahfoud, John W. Slgle, Raymond
G. Stuart and John W. White,
department of mathematics.
Lt. Col. Gary V. Pugh, Maj.
Werner Cole, Maj. Patrick Trinkle, Capt. John Biggio, Capt
Donald Heil*, Capt. Harold
Henderson, Capt. Richard Mallard, Capt. Robert Williams,
Sk William Bodner, SFC Kenton Kohr, SSG Joe Lawrence,
SCS Barry Austin, SP5 Kenneth
Banks and SP4 Bruce Stefan,

department ot military sciences.
Mrs. Carmen Beattie Parr, department of modern foreign languages; William F. Smith, department of physics; James C.
Cargile, David Greobeck, Dr.
Stanford Hendrickson, John S.
Rankin and Franklin E. Robinson, department of social actCOCO!.
School of Business: Ronnie
Moubray and Ira Max Reed, department of accounting and finance; Dr. Jules V. Harcourt,
department of business educenon and office administration;
Dr. Ronald B. Geenens, department of economics; R. B. Barton Jr., Dr. Rex Galloway, Dr.

Cooperation
Held Key To
Development
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Cooperation between the state and
governments
has been the
local
key to industrial development
Commerce
Kentucky,
says
In
Commissioner Paul Grubbs.
Grubbs said his department,
along with other state agencies
can help local communities by
preparing brochures describing
potential industrial sites. In addition, the state Highway Department can provide assistance
by building access roads, Grubbs
said.
The commissioner said manufacturing in four counties increased from 74.4 per cent to 200
per cent hi the period from 1900
to last year. The counties cited
were Warren, Boyle, Christian
and Bel).
These gains, Grubbs said,
were made possible through the
cooperation of the state and local governments.

Fulton, Ky.

TWO MINUTES
1/117/

Donald A. 141164,11oger Moenfektt and Kra. Jane Wells, de-

F.F.A. Contest

ME BIBLE

SY COMMIUUS It. STAN PM,
MEAN Sell SOCIETY
CHICAGO, II/MOO 1.0455

partment of management; Aceaid I. Bimini, department of
malteds&
School et &bodkin: Dr. Robert Fox, lobs G. Taylor and
Robert N. Wade II, department
of educational servicag William

MERCY TO AU.

A. Morris, department of elementary education; Linwood
Booth, Vann Clad, Dr. J. U.
Hiers, Dr. Donald Rye and Dr.

Charles L Ward, department of
psychology; Mrs. Sue Citasey,
Miss Christ& J. Cooper and
George B. Roberts, Murray University School.
Graduate School: James
Shrewsbury, director, depart-

ment of research; William Barnette, Mrs. Lois Gregory and
Mrs. Modest Jeffrey, library.

Fashion Briefs
Some women are wearing
headache bands because they go
well with their'Ws and '30s revival Widow. Others wear
them to identify with Pomacetas becalm red-blooded ladles
fashions, complete with suede,
fringe alai beads, have come
back with the hippie kick,
Nobodyyet has come tat with
a subetantial MUMS why those
bandages around the forehead
'
, bands.
are called "headache
Do they came a pain? Or pre.
vent one?
Like the eyepatch, they are
without purpose Or meaning other than that they are fashion.
———
For women who find the ma
and downs of hemlines too much
for their pocketbooks awl their
needle and thread, Carol Brent
has invented a 4-M petticoat.
Is the mod for maxi leogths as
four tiers of lace-edged fluff.
Then the tiers unstop oas by

mans 4:2.3 base to 84 about this
"For if Abraham IreSA'Snatified bs
works. he hath %Iambi to boast:
but not before God. ,
"For what saith ttiik 'Scripture
ABRAHAM BELIEyED GOD.
.AND IT W kS COrNTED TO
HIM FOR RIGHTEOUSNESS,"
Thus God uses the most belosed.
respected man of history to demonstrate the fact that stilsation is "bs
grace, through faith. aid that not of
youraelvet IT IS THE GIFT OF
(.01). NOT OF WORKS. LEST
ANY MAN SHOCI.41.ROAST"
(Eph. 2:8.9).
Anil thus the apostle concludes:
"RUT TO HIM THAT WORK
ETH NOT, RUT RELIEVETH 03
HIM THYT JUSTIFIETH THE
UNGODLY. HIS FAITH IS
COUNTED FOR RIGHTEOUS
NESS- (Rom. 4:3).
In 'every age man has been used
by doing what God commanded
them to do then. 3:ow He tells us
to do nothing; just to (rust in
Christ, who died for our sins. This
is God's plan of salvation.

ose Into mast, midi, or mini.
Considering that a fur met
made obsolete by Min leogths Is
more of a financial <neuter
than pettiooets, It Is not surprising that several designers In the
skin raineihave been using the
same connecting link system to
solve hemline problems.
——
While "Awe" will be in evidence in the great majority of
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up and their paresis will be
guests of honor at the amid
Farm Awards Limeneos nest
February.

U. S. Savings Bonds totaling

—

rears ago. during Mussolini's in%anon of Ethiopia. I asked a Clan
of boss:"Who is the most respected.
mon honored. most !wed Man of
all Motors?"
Immediatels hands shot tip, as
one said this anti another one that.
one bos said M uss,Iiui I was the
most beloved and honored. but the
others laughed at that idea. Entails.
rnw sincere-looking lid said: "Jesus." But he was as far off. as the
one who had suggested Mussolini.
We wish that our lord were as
gicady honored and respected and
losed as He should be. hut He is
tiot. Rather He is widely rejected
and blasphemed. while mans are
lispocritical in pretending to worship Him.
Without question the most honored. most respected. most losed
man of history is Abraham, protons
owned as "father" by millions of
Jews, millions of moliammedans and
millions of professing Christians.
Clearly this is why God used this
mon to demonstrate to all mankind
how we may be justified before a
just and holy. Gott. Note what Ro-
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mods clothes shown in the
stores ads session, it does not
mean &et the wearers will be
conforniiits. The basic silhouette will differ according to
the extra style features adopted
by each manufacturer. For example, there will be a variety of
vents, from the hook center
ones to the 14-Inch aide vents—
as well as many other style details.

84400 will be the prises for
the top wingers in the 1968
Future Farmers of America
Contest sponsored by The
Courier-Journal, The Louisville Times and WilAS, Inc.
The state champion in the
contest will receive a 8500
bond. Nine district runnersup will each receive $100 hoods.
The state winner and runners-

Each F. F. A. chapter wham'
will receive a woodss plasm
symbolic of his acidevemeat
Chapters with 100 percent contest participation will Mob*
special certificates.
The nialltes for entries fe
November 1. Retry forms are
available now trots vocetlomel
agriculture teachers is all
Kentucky schools.

BLACKWELL'S CANCELLATION

SHOE STORE
INN

New and Cancellations
(Ladies Only)
Name Brand Shoes
EMIR

111E11

We have recently remodeled and expanded:
come by to see us, and look around at our great array of shoes!

"am no low no
Located one Mile

from South Fulton city

limits on the Martin Highway,

Grubbe comments came in a
speech to members of the Kentucky Municipal League meet.
hqg here.
Later, the league elected Mayor William C. Dawahare of Bas..rd as its president, and Mayor
Henry A. Broderson of Franklin
as vice peedgent.

WILSON
PIVTOES

MOM

LADIES

'Tor the deal of
your life on a used
car'

"COLORAY -

SLACKS
SPECIALLY PRICED

SEE CARRELL

SAVE
Terrific Values in thick,
thirsty 100% cotton terry
dish towels,Lovely decorator colors and patterns.

10-oz. WORK

JEANS
SPECIALLY PRICED
Heavy duty blue denim jeans.., just the
thing for rough outdoor jobs. Perfectly tailored for long wear. Union made. Sanforized
to reduce shrinkage. Full cut.

a

BOY'S COTTON STRIPED TOP ‘.."."

CREW SOCKS

Boys like the looks of these 100% Cotton crew

.tefty beef roll loafers pair off
distinctively with casual wear
come Fall '68. Note the
hand -stitched front seams...
that money-in -the-bank look.
Not a bad look. Especially
at such a sensible price.

Gz2
C,

• PERFECT
TAILORING
• FULL CUT
• UNION
MADE
V
• MEN'S
SIZES:
29-42

SAVE
,00

erruJuns.

socks... you'll like the savings. Pure white with
a wide assortment of bright striped tops in sizes
7-10.

REG. 3 Prs. S1.00...NOW

The Saturday Shoe

As Advertised in LIFE and
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

Save Today!

BAY FAMILY

613 Broadway
Ilona ?thou. Tana.

CONIVIIINIIINT CIOISDIT TIERIA1111

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

- &Um.,Thar.
8:30-8: PrIejai.

'age 4
11 be

bur
WOO
neat
eeep.
Dern

Robert McKnight To Claim
Miss Forrester As Bride

'FULTON, Ky.,
-Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Nanney of Chestnut Glade, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Linda Kay, to Ted R. Barclay,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Barclay of Fulton Rt. 4.
Miss Nanney is a 19118 graduate of South Fulton High School,
where she was a cheerleader
and named Miss South Fulton.
She will be graduated from the
University of Tennessee st Martin in June with a bachelor of
science degree. She is an officer in Chi Omega sorority, president of the Student National
Education Association, and a
member of Sigma Tau Delta,
honorary English fraternity.
Her maternal grandparents
are Mrs. Eula Morris and the
late John Franklin Morris of
Fulton. Her paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Nanney of Chestnut Glade.
'
,
14r. Barclay is a 1964 graduate of Fulton High School, where
he was a member of the football. basketball and baseball
teams and was named to the
Senior Who's Who. He attended
the University of Kentucky,
where he was a member of.Siema Alpha Epsilon fraternity. He
be graduated from Murray
State University in January
with a bachelor of science degree. He is a member of Epsilon Pi Tau honorary fraternity of industrial education.
Mr. Barclay's maternal grandparents are Mrs. Vera Pillow of
Fulgham and the late J. W.
Pillow. His paternal grandparents are Mrs. Ludie Barclay of
Cairo, Ill, and the late Jeff Barclay.
A December wedding at New
Hope Methodist Church is being planned.

is
• ye
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all

en

MISS vICXIE LYNN FORRESTER
The approaching marriage of Miss 'Vickie Lyon Forrester to
Robert McKnight, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. McKnight of Union
CHI, is announced today by the bride-elect's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Forrester of Route 3, Union City.
Miss Forrester, a 1968 graduate or OMNI County Central High
School, Is employed at the Farmers Exchange Bank.
She Is the granddaughter of
Mrs. 0. R. Griffin of Union City
and the late Mr. Griffin and of
Mrs. AB Forrester of Rives and
the late Mr. Forrester.
Mr. McKnight is a 1968 graduate of Union City High School
and is engaged in farming.
The prospective bridegroom is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.Sid
Comm of Union City and of Mrs.
Jack McKnight of Union City and
the late Mr. McKnight.
The couple is planning an early
fj,orember

Congratulations
To
PAUL and GREG
PHELPS
Sons of Mr. and Mrs.
David Phelps
Route 5, Fulton

Fulton, Ky.

Linda Nanney
Betrothed To
Ted Barclay

Hutchins-Campbell
Engagement Announced
FULTON, Ky., ,
— Mr. versity of Tennessee, where she
and Mrs. William L. Hutchins Will be a junior in December.
of South Fulton announce the en- Mr. Campbell was also
gradgagement and approaching mar uated from South
Fulton High
nage of their daughter, Lana School and is now
attending
Joyce, to John Robert Campbell, school at Newbern,
Tenn. He is
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond presently employed
by LearCampbell, South Fulton Rt. 2. Seigler of Union City.
Miss Hutchins was graduated
The grandparents of the bridefrom South Fulton High School
elect are Mr. and Mrs. Willy V.
and is now attending the UniHutchins of Mayfield and the
late Mr. and Mrs. David L.
Baird of Liberal, Kan.

Miss Blanton
Completes Her
Wedding Plans

FULTON, Ky.,
-Mis.s
Hazel Lynn Blanton, cisughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie D. Blanton,
Fulton Rt,1,-4oday announces
completed plaes.lor her marriage to Thomas Douglas Smith,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Smith of South Fulton.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday afternoon, Oct. 19, at 5 o'clock at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
X. Turner at Fulton, in a ceremony to be attended only by
members of the immediate families.
*t.
Judge John Cruce of Hickman,
will officiate at the double-ring
service. Wedding music will be
presented by Miss Terry Ann
Sarrett of Hickman, cousin of
the bridegroom.
The bride will be given in marriage by her father. Her sister,
Mrs. Glen Kendall of Hornbeak,
Tenn., will be her only attendant.
Virgil Cravens of Fulton will
attend Mr. Smith as best man.
Following the ceremony a
small reception will be held in
the Turner home.

Thursday, October 24, 1968
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WKU to hear
Ky. Southern
verdict soon

Bridal Party Given
For Hazel Blanton
FULTON, Ky..
—Miss
Hazel Lynn Blanton, whose marriage to Tommy Smith of South
Fulton will be solemnized Saturday, was honored with a miscellaneous shower Friday eyeing, given by Mrs. Morris
Blakemore and Mrs. Billy Joe
Wright, both of Union City, at
the Blakemore home on Martir
Highway.

The office of Kentucky Attorney
General
John
B.
Breckenridge said Tuesday A
expects to complete by the end
of this week or the beginning of
next an opinion on a plan for
Western Li underwrite e $4 2
million Lind issue for Kentucky
St
uthern College.
Louisville - owned,
LouisvilleThe opinion was asked for by
Brown-Forman Distillers
based
the stal is Council on Public
Corporation is America's fifth
Higher Education at a meeting
la
distiller.
last week.

Mr. Campbell's grandparents
are James Todd and the late
Mrs. Todd of Mississippi and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Campbell of
East Prairie, Mo.

...........

A December wedding is
planned at First Baptist Church
of Fulton. The completed wedding plans will be announced at
a later date.

Birthday Party
Given For
Cathy Irvan

•

SAVE TIME -SAVE MONEY *.
SHOP EARLY AND
•

LAYAWAY/
Western Auto Associate Store

Lake Street

FULTON, Ky.,
-Cathy
Irvan, daughter ot Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Irvan celebrated her seventh birthday on Oct. 12. She
was the guest of honor at a party at her home, given by her
mother.
Those attending were Kathy
Hardy, Jim Hardy, Marla Gardner, Harriet Starks, Patricia
Starks, Tammy lrvan and Carol
!man.
Those sending gifts included
Mr. and Mrs. John Intim, Mr
and Mrs. Robert Irv'n, Mrs
Eunice Stanfield, Shelia and Cin.
dy Stephens.

Fulton

TURKEY SHOOT
SUN., OCT. 27
1: PM.TILL SUNDOWN
On The Riverbank At The
Hickman Harbor
— Sponsored by the —

Hickman Lions Club

itrike Settled
At Pleat Site
A strike Sat idled about 1,100
employes at the construction site
of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company Friday morning was
settled Friday afternoon and
pickets were withdrawn.
The strike WU called by Painters Local 965 against a painting
contractor but the differences
were ironed out a few hours
later.

4,

0
PAUL placed first in the light weight
Angus class at the Obion County Fair. August 26 — 31; GREG placed fourth in the same
class. These calves were later evaluated for
carcass and showed a very high percentage
yield.They brought 52c lb. at the Oblon County sale.
Paul and Greg filled these calves the
WAYNE way through the use of WAYNE
FEED and WAYNE MEDICAL AIDS.

479-2641

,

:It,.
'IMP"

till.

r

mis•
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1041

100.

Gun Case With Glass Doors
$79.95
Frigidaire 24" Electric Range
$128.88
Old Maple 5-Drawer Chest
$26.50
Nylon 27" Wide Hall Runner
88c a fool
Double Bed Size Electric Blankets
$12.50
312 Coil Mattress - 312 Coil Box Spring $60.00 the set
26 Ounce Nylon Carpet
,$5.50 sq. yard
Maple Big Screen G. E. TV
$219.95
Pool Table
$88.88 Ovoi
vow*
GE Stereo-AM -FM Radios
$179.95 so
se*
Double Oven Magic Chef Electric Range..$319.95 041
•
9 x 12 Axminis,ter, Carpets
$52.50

WAYNE'S
PARADE
OF
CHAMPIONS

IT PAYS TO FEED
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Tough Bulldogs
Decision UC
David Peeples and Stanley
Scales scored a rah' of touchdowns each at Fulton Friday night
as the Fulton City Bulldogs took
advantage of Unioa City mistakes
to latch on to • 46-7 victory.
The triumph for the Fulton lads
was their seventh of the season
without a loss. Union City has
won two and lost five.
The Tornadoes, who fumbled
six times during the night and
lost the ball every time, ran into
trouble early in game when they
fumbled on the first play from
scrimmage. Twelve plays later
Peeples scooted over from It
yards out and the scoring parade
was on.

A second Tornado fumble in the
fired quarter helped the Bulldogs
score their second touchdown
which came on a six-yard Peas
from Bill Smith to Scale'. James
Myers kicked the extra Point and,
after a period, Fulton led 13-0.
A one-yard plunge by Eddie
Williamson and another Myers
kick were chalked up by Fulls
in the second stanza and halftime
saw Flake with a 20-0 lead.
The third period was a nightmare for Union City. Die Tornadoes couldn't do anything right
and everything the Bulldogs did
turned into points. Smith started
thing" out by tossing a 25-yard
touchdown strike to Scates,
Peeples then intercepted a pass
and ran 26 yards for another TD
and, when Smith rambled into the
end zone from 26 yards away,
Fulton was enjoying a 39-0 lead.
Lee Thomas Harris finally got
Union city on the scoreboard
early in the final eight minutes
of play when he slammed over
from the one-yard line, capping
a sustained drive that began late
in the third stanza on the Tornado
I9-yard Use where Larry King
gathered lea Bulldog kick off and
returned it to the Union City 33.
Harris powered his way to the
44 for a first down and picked up
nine yards on the next play. William Johnson moved to the Funs
95 for the first down and then
Harris got loose to the 13 for
another first down.
It took four plays to get to
the one-yard line but it was
a first down and Harris finally
got the ball over three plays
later. Mike Wilson's kick added the seventh point.
The final touchdown of the
night came on a strange play.
Fulton's Dick Jones came crashing through the line on a Union
City pitchout, stole the ball and
rambled 41 yards for the marker.
Fumbles and penalties hurt
Union City considerably, blunt.
log a numher of drives which
otherwise might have led to the
Fulton end zone. The Tornadoes
picked up 14 first downs for the
night and collected 234 yards
rushing, certainly enough toheve
scored more than one touchdown.
Harris and Johnson were offensive standouts for the union
City team vbile Tommy Harrington and Jim Stone were strong on
defense.
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Central Whips
Dresden Lions

VIM Gridders Prepare
For Homecoming Oct. 16
MARTIN-A period or slight
reformatloo confronts the Volunteers of The University of Tennessee at Martin as they "take it
an a knee" this week before their
homecoming game with Delta
State College on October 26.
The Orangemen were downed
by the Jacksonville State Gamecocks 16-12 Saturday as two

Okdon County Central lived up
to enme pre-season predictions
Fri#y night and let loose* scor-

Ingalarrage coupled with a Atria
defense to hand Dresden a 32-7
pasting.
The Central lads wasted no
time as they took the kick and
began an Immediate drive down.
field, only to see it choked off al
the Dresden eight by an interception.
The Reb defense held firm,
however. end the Lions booted
out of the hole. The Rebels
were moving toward the end
marker when they were again

not only kicks the ball out of the

hole, but can put It deep Into the
opposition's territory."
Injuries were slow to catch
the Vote, but have finally taken
their toll. Quarterback
Errol
Hook was Injured in the 64-0
win over Northwood of Michigan two weeks ago and saw lim-

ited action against Jacksonville

goals State. Tackle Don Define), guard
brought the Gamecocks from a Ed Kykerytellhack nob Moulton
12-10 deficit to the win. The VOlb and quarterback Allan Cox each
now have a season record of 1- received injuries against the

fourth - quarter

field

frustrated, this time by &missed
lateral that Dresden recovered on

Gamecocks.
2-1.
".We don't know for sure which
"They simply wanted the ball
game worse than we did," head of these boys will be ready togo
coach Robert Carroll said. "We against Delta State," Coach
made mistakes In all phases of Carroll said. "However, there
will probably be some changes
our game."
Both Vol tallies came on In personnel this week. Priaerials from the hand of field marily, we'll he working on getgeneral Allan Cox to end Richard ting the kinks out of air running
Whitfield and tailback Steve Allison. Cox had possibly the best
night of the season, completing
15 of 26 passes for 124 yards.
One of the bright spots In the
Vol performance in the tilt with
the Gamecocks was the punting
of former Junior College AllAmerican Gene Sides. He booted
the oval five times for a 47.6
average.
It is a tremendous asset to
a team to have a punter
like
Sides," Coach Carroll said. "He

Sharon Shocked
By Red Devils
South Fulton exploded Friday
night behind the seven-touchdown
effort of Bobby Boyd as they handed Sharon a 58-26 shellacking.
The Devils scored In every
quarter as they seemed to finally Jell into a unit after a
frustrating
first half season.

stride last
They found their
week as they upset Fulton County
and then came roaring back for
the lop-sided Sharon victory.
Things got under way early
In the first period as the Devils
got two quick scores, both by
Boyd. He ran both TD's over,
one on a 20-yard scamper and
the other on a four-yard plunge.
Johnny Wilson added one extra
point.
The Devil defense was
stubborn and Sharon failed to light
the scoreboard in the first frame.
The second quarter featured
more South Fulton and certainly
more Boyd.
He tallied three
touchdowns in the period as the
South Fulton team alternated using him and fullback Bill Bard
to move the ball at will on the
Sharon defense. Boyd scored on
runs of 30, 40 and 41 yards.
Johnny Wilson had a 65-yard
touchdown effort nullified by a
penalty.
Sharon picked up two TD's
in this frame. One came on a
quickie handoff up the middle for
20 yards while the other scor-

attack the remainder of

their own 20.
Dresden then staged one of the
few drives the Lions could muster
all night long. They carried the
ball down to the Central 40 where
they were faced with a fourth and
one situation. The Dresden team
elected to r)for it but was stopped
as Jerry McCullough broke
through to nail the ball carrier.
The third time being a charm,
Central got its first score of the
evening on the next play. The
Rebs, taking over on their 40,SIM
McCullough roll to his left, be
trapped, cut back across the right
side of the field and get himself a
six-pointer. Jim Adams converted and it was Central leading 7-0.
There was approximately two
minutes gone lathe second period

this

week," Coach Carroll concluded.

Actor Chuck Conners
$400,000 Suit
F
LOS ANGELES
- Actor
Chuck Connors filed a $400,000
contract
suit Wednesbreach of
day against producer Ivan Tors.
clatmItie In Superior Court that
ors agreed in 1967 to use him
In a motion picture and told him
six months later he would not
do so.

when the Central score came.
The teams traded punts before
Central gained possession again
on the 50. A McCullough to Johnny

Taylor aerial moved it to the 29
and then the rattle dazzle play of

Two Highway
Contracts Have
Been Awarded

the year unfolded.
McCullough took the snap,rolled to his left and handed to Carrigan coming right. Carrigan gave

FRANKFORT, Ky.
The Kentucky Department of
Highways has awarded two contracts for paving of 5.6 mlles of
wad in Lyon and Caldwell counties at a cart of $4WAM
Comm and Edwards, Inc., of
Madisonville, won both contracts
It was announced by Gov. Lowe
B. Nunn and State Highway
Commissioner William B. Hazel-

One contract-tor $411,
087-15calls for bituminous concrete
surfacing of Ky. MS in Lyon
County. Thal project extends
from the end of the proposed
frontage road at Interstate 24,
0.23 of a mile southeast of Ky.
93 to U.S. C, 0.3 of a mile west
of the Caldwell County line. It
covers 3.9 miles.
The ether contract provides
for bituminous surfacing on Ky.
126 and Skyline Drive in PrincePaving will be placed on 1.2
miles of Ky. 126 from Ky. 126
at Cobb to the Trigg Camty
line. The paving is Princeton
will run from
N. Jefferson
Street to Cross Street.
project will cost $32.418.21

The

the ball to Mike Freeman who was
going left and he handed it back to
Sam Pryor coming right. By thts
time, only Pryor and some blockere knew where the ball was-in
the end zone and Central had another marker. The kick was wide
to the left but Central had a 19-0
lead with about two minutes left
in the half.
On the kick, the Dresden receiver took it and passed all the
way across the field, intending It
for a teammate. Gary Haynes,
who was all over the field all
night long, knocked it down and
fall on it at the Dresden 7. Carrigan moved it to the three, McCullough was stopped twice on
quarterback sneaks, and then
...or/gen carried it over around
left end.
Carrigan is in his fourth year
of varsity football but this was the
first touchdown he had ever
scored. Adams' toe made it 20-0
as the half ended.
Central took the kick to get the
second half ender way and Mike
Haynes returned It to the Dresden
40. Three plays netted only six
yards and a Dresden man got
through to' block the punt. The
Lions fell on it at the Central 35.
Utilizing fullback and halfback
plays off ankle and a pass Interference call, the Lions scored
their only TIT of the night as

quarterback Billy Joe Harris
scampered around end for the
final sin Yards. Denny Simmons
converted and the Lions were on
the scoreboard.
Central 'vegan to move after
the kick and sueneeidostined to
score almost Immediately. A 50yard run by Joe Dale Killion to
the Dresden 10 was nullified by a
penalty, however. McCullough
moved to the air and passes to
Gary Haynes and Killion moved
the ball to the Dresden 12 but the
Reba were called for clipping
again. Then a screen pass to

evening. The senior quarterback
rushed for 57 yards as live carries and hit on 10 of 17 passes
for Me yards.
Garrigan got al yards rushing
in IS trips as he was cone again
the workhorse clew team. Pryor
and Killion both made some fine
offensive Ways.
Defensive-wise, Mks Haynes
was all over the field, liebilocked a pant, intercepted-a pass
knockeda lateral pass down and
recovered It and camped in the
Lions' backfield all evening long.
Jim Adams, mike Freeman and
Tommy Jenkins all were very
much in evidence and the Lions
certainly knew they were in the

Fisher, Bank of °leases; treasurer, Gates miaow, Sank el
TrZe Creators are: Charles M.
Martin Bank; L. M.
Jonas
McBride, City issiseed Beak,
Fulton; Andy meows, Mama
81d1 Bank, Kaaba, fad F. 0.
lMoe' Carla. Farmers Shechange
Hank, Union City.

Bankers /tied
Ed Cr shaw

The fourth quarter found the
Dresden team puritteg to central.
McCullough broke away for a
beautiful run and a touchdown but.
it was voided becaintiot five men
in the backfleld. Tha teams then
swapped interception as Denny

situation was supposed to be.
They stepped off the penalty and
made it fourth and 4for the Lions.
The Lions faked the punt and
threw but Randy Roberson picked
off the pass and returned the hall
to the Lion 18. On the runback of
the pass Roberson Wiz knocked
out of bounds and then caner a fence
by * Dresden defender. A flag
went down and the referee ejected the Dresden player but for
some reason, did not step off a
penalty after a hurried conference.
The hall was marked down on
the 20 and the ftret play found
the Reba striking once more,this
time on a pass from McCullough
to Gary Haynes. The try-after
was halted and that wound up the
scoring for the night.
The Rebel reserves came into
the ball game at this point and
gave a fine account of themselves.
Bobby Joe Hill picked off one
pass to cut a Dresden threat off
as the game ended.
The big Central team amassed
a total of en yards totaloffense.
McCullough had another stellar

w, are: vice president,
Elbert Burnam Jr., Mums
Bank, Hickmaih secretary, J. N.'

the

the evening. The point after was
stopped. Central had built up a
26-7 Nil as the quarter ended.

tral caused some protgems as the
officials couldn't decide what the

alitcors, Ja addttlentellr:

have

Killion got it to the two where
GIrrIcan got his second tally of

Simmons picked off . a Central
aerial while Gary Illynere immediately returned the favor with
a grab of Ids own.
Central moved to the Dresden
18 before a fumble gavathe Lions
the ball. Mike Haynes broke
through to drop the coarterback
for a 15-yard loss anditwo incomplete passes later, Dresden punted out of the end zaiA roughbig-the-kicker call tallest cen-

to assist la the chapter's

Central effort of the year.
The Bebe haw next week off
before latching Halls, South Fulton, and unbeaten aa of now Dyer
TS the Rebs win all
County.
claimed the
three they will
championship of their division.
Coach Jerry Cage said, "
think we are back on the dghj
road."

Proto-Cathedra I,
St. Joseph's
Bardstown, is the first Catholic
church west of the Alleghenies. The
church contains a million dollars
collection of 17th century paintings
donated by exiled King Louis

Edwin C. Crenshaw a the Old
hae
and Third National Bank
been elected president of the
newly-organized Ken-Ten chapter of the Bank Attintnistration
organization designInstitute,
ed to promote training of tank
employes, foster a better relalimeade with the public, create
better understanding and clearcommunications
between
er

an

Philipre of France.

evv."Amikei~
Bennett Drug

bank* and their employee, and
Study new bank technique and
principles as they apply to tanks
In this area.
The organizational nieetingand
election of officerslook place recently in Union OW eta meet*
attended by more thaelebeakelle

Store

from seven counties fa:Northwest.
Tennessee and Southwest Kentucky.
The organization of such a
chapter has been discussed in this
area for several years, a representative of the chapter said.
Warren Gray of the Third National Bank in Nashville, treasurer of the National Dank Administration Institute, and MUD
DiCara, deputy director of the
national croup, attended the

Prescriptions are now on
file and are filled at

CITY SUPER DRUG
of Fulton, Inc.
408 Lake St. 472-1303
AAAAAAIINAAAAA

Does a matter
of money...

lY...r
IN FULTON

stand between
you and a tar?

LOW COST AUTO LOANS
$500

111

FINANCE
IN FULTON

PER

$100
A

PER'TAR ON NEW MODELS

INSURE
IN FULTON

Get The Lest Deal When You Finan:e
As Well As

Prompt, Courteous

The Bes Deal When You Tredu

SERVICE
To Pay On

City National Bank

New Models

latiallmeu Loam Departmeal

I Up To 36 Monate

ball game. It was by far the best

4,1

re,

ing effort was on a 30-yard

How To Combat
Efflorescence
On Masonry
Efflorescence, the white, saltthe material which sometimes
found on concrete, stucco or
mortar, must be removed before
painting, according to the National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association. This may be
done by washing with a dilute
muriatic acid solution. Efflorescence is caused by moisture
which dissolves salts in the interior of alkaline materials and
carries them to the surface. A
coat of paint (and perhaps, a
(ill-coat, too) will help prevent
moisture from entering the mammary material and thus will
prevent efflorescence and damp

weals.

reverse. One of the PAT tries
was good and halftime found it
a 32-13 game with South Fulton
on top.
The third period found South
Fulton adding another marker,
Boyd going in from four yards
away. Coach Bob Fowler put in
his second team defensive unit
and wanted to put in a second
unit offensively but didn't have

4414
-lai.•

titoteftow

one-the number out for football
at South Fulton is limited.
In the fourth period, the Devils added three more six-pointers while Sharon got two. The
Devil tallies came on a 30yrd
by Boyd, a 25-yard run by junior fullback Bill Bard, and a pass
play from Mike Toone to Johnny
McGuire that was good for 25
yards.

THERMAL BLANKETS
$399
Fine Ovality kilo& or 100%
GONG Irrogeolors
Chaim

Wooer ha wirow
. wool ha mreoupor. Collsolor weave
elves year 'newel coaelow. 44159 orr4.rs-40% womb20% cow.. blood or 100% mow weaves. Proohronek
. . . he, fro" Amortaal colors.

Sharon scored on two drives,
using short passes and fullback
plunges, with both TD's on pass

South Fulton 479-2134
-NEW AND USED Shotguns, Rifles, Pistols
All Named Brands
We Repair ALL Models
of Pistols, Guns, Rifles
All kinds and sizes of shells
Used Televisions, all kinds
From
$35.00
All kinds of fishing tackle
Pocket knives, scout knives,
wrist watches far ladies end
en, many other items tee
numerous to mentien.
WE SELL

AND TRADE

$

2-Piece

Vist •
Fogem,

TANK SETS
areorwora et WI epos- $100
Mae Mae. Mak we*.
inn* maw

plays.
Defensive-wise for the Devils,
Stoney Burke and
noseguard Richard Balker were
outstanding.

Foam Rubber

linebacker

BED PILLOWS
ww. $399

TRIC BLANKET
2-YEAR GUARANTEt

Broadway Gun Shop

04,-11

Slap On Wrist
Foils Robber
FLINT, With.
- A
"slap on the whit" is one way
to handle a woman bank robber,
a teller at a Flint bank, believes.
The teller told police that
when she refused a woman's request to give her $11:10, the woman reached over the counter and
began taking bills from the cash
drawer.
The teller began hitting the
wonum's wrist and hand. The
bandit then fled, reportedly with
about $40. Police later arrested
a woman after tracing her by
the license number of a car seen
near the bank.

"Sleep King"
Poly-Wrapped

$1188

"Best Rest"
Gift Boxed

$1588

Special Values In

Full bed size vorth single control.
Unconditionally
9uoronteed for two lull yet."
or o new blanket free

LID COVERS

Smooth, Even -Textured First Quality

Wrooirlors
-swore
the. sold for 0511 of
1111101.0.

Hand Crochette Type

COLONIAL BEDSPREADS

91.1011" Flat
or OW. Fitted

White
Only

$239

MAN
•0

I

00

first avelity White not- $1
'On 31 x 36 Una sire.

81 x99" and
72x1011" Flat
or Twin Fitted

dose

$119

CANNON

•

Wo
spa'
FM

PILLOW CASES

WHITE

•

Terry Weave
White Muslin

in White and Pretty Pastels

•
'405

CANNON MUSLIN SHEETS

is

coming on: is your hospitalisation
adequate? If
U is not, Prudential has a policy that pays you
a week while you are in the hospital ... at.$105.
km,
low cost. See your Prudential Agent,
TOMMY SCEA.RCE, 472-2562,

‘.• •
•,

29c

5209

THE WhITER FLIT SEASON

*
110••

$999

F., SoIl VI, beds biod•
rerion ond
iorly Amenetto title
,
11 , rayon

P. I

TOWEL
ENSEMBLES
22x44"
BATH TOWEL .

VI00

16x25"

59'

GUEST TOWEL
12x12'
WASH C.1,0114

Good selection of woven gwometrk pattern*, solids and pretty
prints. Colon and combinations
tf, match or harmonire with mo•
dern color schemes

Tho

It h
cier
feet

Con

*toes
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Tile most
magnificent
way to enjoy
BEAUTIFUL
MUSIC
in your home
Masterpiece Old World Mediterranean furniture styling and craftsmanship—that will dramatically accent, or
blend harmoniously with virtually any room decor! This Astro-Sonic Stereo FM /AM radio-phonograph model 3813 offers
50-Watts undistorted music power; two Heavy-Duty High-Efficiency 15' Bass Woofers, large record storage space, plus
the other superb features below. On concealed swivel casters. Gliding top panels—in all models—give most convenient
access to record player and controls without disturbing your decorative accessories. No unsightly lift lids!

Revolutionary Magnavox Astro-Sonic Stereo surpasses
all other achievements in the re-creation of sound
Advanced Magnavox acoustical,system—in all models
—projects sound from both
the cabinet sides and front;
_
extends thrilling stereo separation to the very width of your
room. Contemporary Astro-Son)Stffe FM /AM radio-

... it brings you the full beauty of music—with unequalled dimen-

t4
Bass WOolrersige record stage area, plus all the
other fine Magnavox performance features at right.

sional realism from •exciting Stereo FM •drift-free and noise-free
Monaural FM•powerful AM Radio•recordmf or tape! Advanced,
highly efficient solid-state circuitry (no tubes, no damaging heat)

speakers—provide truly breathtaking tonal purity. You may choose
your Magnavox Stereo from today's widest selection of authentic
_fipc.fpcnit9p, styles, beautiful finishes—even decorator _colors!
•I',

Magnavox solid-state Tape Recorder

assures lasting reliability. The exclusive Micromatic Player banishes
discernible record and Diamond Stylus wear—your records can last
a lifetime! Other superlative Magnavox features such as two High-

—with superb 4-Track, 3-Speed Stereo/
Monaural recording and playback functions—is optional on many models. Enjoy it now, or add one later--either as a
built-in deck, or accessory component!

Efficiency Bass Woofers, plus two 1,000 cycle Exponential Treble
Horns—with the equivalent acoustical efficiency of 20 cone-type

Fabulous Micrornatic Record Player—in all AstroSonic models—in jam -proof, fool-proof! Handles records
more gently, more carefully than human hands. And, it
completely eliminates pitch distortions! Elegant Italian
Provincial Astro- Sonic Stereo FM /AM radio-phonograph
model 3825 has: 30-Watts undistorted music power, two
High-Efficiency 12" Bass Woofers, large record storage
area, plus other features described at right.

. . . costs you less because it is sold directly only to a few carefully selected fine stores in this community—no
"middleman"! Color TV prices start at only $319.90, Stereo Consoles at $159.50, Custom Stereo Systems-5119.90,
Portable TV— $79.90, Tape Recorders— $34.90, Portable Phonographs-619.90, and Radios from only $9.95

COLOR TV

4'

319"
Wonderfully space-saving—ideal for smaller rooMs or
apartments! This charming Colonial Astro-Sonic Stereo
FM /AM radio-phonograph model 3612 is only 38%" long.
Though modestly priced, its performance will amaze you I
It has 20-Watts undistorted music power, two High -Efficiency 12" Bass Woofers, concealed swivel casters, plus
features at right. Your choice of four styles—also in
Contemporary. Mediterranean and Far Eastern Cont'y.

Custom stereo system—solid-state phonograph model
2501. All-wood cases add a touch of beauty wherever you
place them. No unsightly "-hardware look- I No complicated
installation—just plug-in and play! Place speakers vertically
or horizontally. Precision player lets your records last
a lifetime. There's a Magnavox system or component
for every budget and requirement—many models with
Stereo FM /AM, too—from only $239.90

Magnavox solid-state portable stereo—brings
you outstanding performance, lasting reliability! Precision record players with Diamond Stylus banish
discernible record and stylus wear—let your records
last a lifetime! Slim and trim model 244—with swingout or detachable speakers and swing-down record
player—is one of many exceptional Magnavox values
in fine luggage styling from $69.90

Beautifully slim-and-trim . . take along and enjoy this ruggedly -built, highly dependable
Magnavox Color TV value wherever iou go. Its
117 sq in screen is 15 sq in. larger than most other
color portables today. Model 6000. with telescoping
dipole antenna, plus many other Magnavox "BigSet- quality features. Ideal for shelves, tables or on
optional mobile cart—the perfect second set!

WADE TELEVISION
472 - 3462
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Kentucky Politicians Agree: Letting
18-Year-Olds Vote Is A Healthy Thing
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Kentudq politicians, who rarely agree oe anything, are almost unanimous ea one point:
They approve of letting 18-yearolds vote.
Eighteen-year-olds have voted
In Kentucky since a constitutional amendment was adopted
In 1956-13 years after Georgia
set the precedent in OM All
other states continue to have a
21-year-oki voting age except
for Alaska, where it is 19, and
Hawaii, where it is 20.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn was instrumental, as a member of the
Republican platform committee, in getting the Republican
National Convention to approve
a youth plank that included lowering the voting age to 13 nationwide.
"Ours is a yoimg society In
which political unrest reflects
the bops of meaningful participation In public affairs," Nunn
said at Miami Beach. 'This
hope must be satisfied.
"Today's youth is endowed
with knowledge and maturity
entitling them to a constructivt
part in helping shape the future
of the nation."
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, the
state's top elected Democrat,
also has conic out repeatedly
for a concerted effort to involve
more young people in political
affairs, especially within the
party. He sought =successfully
at Chicago to get the Democratic National Committee expanded to include the head of each
state's Young Democrats.
Ford told the national carmenion's rules committee that "we
(In Kentucky) don't regret it for
a moment "that the voting age
was lowered to 18.
"The young people have acted
In a responsible manner," be
said.
Similar sentiments have been
expressed by tormer Gov. Bert
T. Combs, a Democrat who was
victorious in the first gubernatorial campaign under the lower
voting age. Combs, now a federal judge in Cincinnati, was
elected governor in 1959 at the
age of
"Pve found young people have
fewer prejudices, preconceptions and misconceptions than
older people da," he Ilid aft le.
terviewer.
"Older people also have more

a.
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THEY'LL BE VOTERS—SWAM,from Pent
Creek High School in Aden= C.senty register ft vote In LowlivIllo. They eine Ins
aelfish considerations of a financial nature. The young are noti
so worried about making a living or how an issue will affect
their livelihood—they are more
likely to act as they feel is in
the national interest"
Combs also referred to recent
activities by college students
and their contemporaries In
registering protests against the
draft, the war in Vietnam ant'
other national problems.
"After all," he said, "at least
part of the unrest and frustration among young people today
—so-called generation gap—has

group %%bias item emir lobettem sand.
Teem who vi be !Sky died= day ars
NOW,to vele in tioludiy.

wow a

been because they haven't been
given a chance to participate."
Dr. Kenneth VanLandingham,
political science professor at the
University of Kentucky, expressed doubt that 18-year-old
voters have improved the quah
ty of the ballot.
"But they haven't hurt 1i." be
added. "I don't think it's done
any harm. I'm in favor of it, because the electorate should reflect all age groups."
Many political observers gtve
a good deal of credit to the
youth vote in the election of

The Market House Theater
will open it:, new season with a
completely redecorated and reconstructed stage and auditorium, according to the president,
Gar* ithdleat.
A major event of the fall will
be a public "open house" in
October with Mrs. George Sirk
In charge. The date and detailed
plans will be announced later.
There are to be three major
productions this season, opening
with "The Pleasure of His Company" on Nov. 14-15 and 22-23.
Mrs. Morris Boswell and Frank
Truitt will be the co-directors
of this production which was a
great success on Broadway with
Ritchard and

Cornelia

Otis Skinner.
"The Night of January 18th"
will be produced in February
with Mrs. Robert Hammen as
the director. The dates will be
Feb. 20.19,38 and March 1
Work will begin immediately
on the forthcoming November
production. Mrs. Boswell and
Truitt announced that readings
for parts in the play will be
held next Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. at the theater. They said
there are parts for seven people of assorted ages. The directors are also interested in
having people volunteer for
backstage crews.
President Mullens announced
that Mrs. David Stanley would

Grand Ole Opry Plans
New Spacious Quarters

group is believed to have swum
substantially for Nunn'S Demo
cratic opponent, Edward T
Breathitt, when Breathitt was
elected governor by a 13,009
vote edge In 1963.
Breathitt was 38 in 111113 while
Nunn was 39. Ward was II Mien
he opposed Nunn last Novena
her.

IIFULTON
victims of a
tragic traffic
In beauty...

PRICE-HYER.NADER
Co-Feature!

Sealy
Golden Guard
FIRMEST SEALY MATTRESS
EVER ON SALE NATIONALLY AT ONLY

SE
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Sealy's outstanding innerspring construction has
hundreds of extra heavy gauge, specially tempered W
-sack
coils. Extra firm, extra comfortable; it's quilted!
Wpines
twin er full
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be in charge of season tickets
again this year.
The season will end with a
show which will be announced
later. The dates will be April
MIS and 2016.
These pdins were ,discussed
Wednesday night at the first
general membership meeting
which was held in the Art Guild
Gallery. The members visited
the theater at the end of the
session to see the work in progress.
George Slrk reported that
about $3,640 is being spent on
the refurbishing of the theater
with the enlargement of the seating capacity, a new and larger
stage, rest moms, and improvements to the backstage areas.
The Market House group is initiating a new program designed
to give opportunities to young
people to participate in backstage crews and other activities
as "apprentices." Danny Coleman was appointed chairman of
the apprenticeship project, serving with Gordon Spillman, Donna Saxon, Sue LeNeave and Enrico Faugno.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
— The Grand Ole Opry, center of the
country music world, may move to new quarters In a glittering
"Opryland" development, officials of Wt3161, Inc., revealed Friday.
The Opry, oldest continuous radio show in America, has been
staged every weekend for the part 24 years at the Grand Ole
Opry House, formerly the Ryman
Aulitorium which dates back
to the last century. Before that
it originated from a WSM studio,
Officials of WSM and its
parent company,the National Life
and Accident Insurance Co., said
they are contemplating a multimillion dollar amusement complex centered around the Opry.
Irving Waugh, president of
Hem albs SIMCMC NTSferownd nein U..
WSM, made the iumouncernent
during the 43rd Grand ote Opry
birthday celebration and coon11-141t
try music convention. He said
the decision came after two
RENT MARTHA GEORGE
years of study.
"Our feeling Is that the Grand
nee AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL s.gowitscorg
Ole Opry -weds a new, modern
facility," Waugh said. "And we
would flee a facility that would
be very active."
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SPECIALLY PRICED SEALY HEALTH GUARD
WITH LAVISH DURA-LUX CUSHIONING
Fashion-designed cover is deep-quilted to exclusive
Dura-Lux cushioning blend of cotton and puffy
Sealyfoan. Extra firm innerspring construction.
•unilhane foam
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YOUR BEST BUY

HOUSE OF
1000 DOLLS
(FA)

Meant

f/1111,t
THIAINE

$13 MILLION

SATURDAY Nierilf
DOUBLE HIT

The University of Kentucky Research Foundation was awarded
over 13 million dollars during the
fiscal year of 1967.
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Nunn as governor last year by a
28,500-vote margin over Democratic former Highway Commis
stoner Henry Ward.
Cohicidentally, the same age

Paducah's Market House
Theater Opening Slated

FRIDAY

FULTON

In 1947 the program &MP
dvi
r
ot
1,700 teenagers from more
a half-doson states. A
reports indicate an even lin*
ger participation this year,
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LOWDOWN ON OVERHEAD

The use of overhead ideetricity distribution systems has
helped make electricity one of
the nation's biggest bargains.
These overhead systems are an
economical as well as highly•efficient means of delivering electricity. To cut costs even further. the wood utility poles that
support the wires over which
electrical energy flows are
chemically prenerved. This
means that the average pole
lasts over 3.5 years.
If the overhead system were
completely replaced. it would
mean an estimated increase ol
$74 a month in each customer's
electric bill.

Pages at the U.S. Capitol
MI. In age from 14 to 17
and are paid 6,000 annually.
They work and attend school
full time at the Capitol Page
School

'''
;171
VaDia
ll"
7

Cyril

One factor that has sparked
America's vast success in industrialization has been the realsonable vost of electrical plover In
fact. electricity rates have heen
decreasing since the turn of the
century.

The 14 foi Syracuse. N. Y.,
Irsairiba bow of the
Oncodsql Indians and the
MAW t( the Iroquois Fedora.
don. called Flys Nadons. whoop
launder was 1111awatbs.
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PANAVISION•sPATHECOLOR

SUNDAY Thru WEDNESDAY (A-MY)
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From yawn 'til dawn
IT'S POSTUREPEDICe TIME
Choose your comfort—Extra Firm or Gently Firm.
Both designed in cooperation with orthopedic surgeons for comfortably firm support. No morning
backache from sleeping on a too-soft mattress.

PANAVISION
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FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.
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CLASSIFIED
',11112 WiANTED: Experienced
upholsterer, full or part time: apply
Roma and Curtain Shop, Water
Valley; 356-2210.
WANTED: EXECUTIVE SECRETARY AND GIRL FRIDAY — Experience necessary. Must be efficient in all secretarial skills and willing to take on additional responsibilities. Apply at Community Action
Office, 304 Cresap Street, Clinton,
Kentucky 42021. Telephone 853-20U.

Senate hopeful, Miss Peden,
boasts extensive experience
Katherine Peden was born in
Hopkinsville and reared on a
farm in Christian County. She
Ii the daughter of W. E. and
Mary Garin Paden of Hopkinsvilla
Beg
V
anins
graduatiost from
School in
1944, she bitgan
Ther career u a
clerk at rade statics WHOP.
Shs came up through the ranks
of that organisation and

MEN WANTED

ultimately became the vice
president and a nationally
'mown figure in the radio
industry.
In OM, she joined the
Repideseille chapter of the
Rusinees and
Professional
Woman's club, and soon became its president. She than
went
on
to
become
presiden
tnt In 1966 of the
ntescky
e
Federation
of

In This Area To Train As

LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
Learn to buy cattle, hogs, veal
and lambs at salts barns, and
direct from farms. We prefer to
train men with farm or livestock experience. For local Interview write giving age, phone
and background to National Institute of Meat Packing, Box
16053. Cleveland, Ohio 44116.

MOTOR CO.,lit.
Your friendly

PONTIAC AND

Lunn

Business •n g Proll3asional
Women, In 1961, she was elected
national president of this
176,000-member ellanizaiinn• in
this capacity she traveled
extensively throughout the 50
Mass sad in several foreign
coustritie
In 11163 11111 was named to the
post of Commissioner of
COSIIIIISeel.
Wall the first
and only woman in the nation to
bold such a position. She worked with labor, industry, business and other civic leaders
througheut the state.
Later that year, she was
chosen by President Kennedy to
serve as a member of his
Commission on the Status of
Women.
Then, in 1967, President
Johnson chose her to serve as
the only woman member of his
National Advisory commisision
on Civil Disorders,
In January of 1968, Miss
Peden snnounced that she would
seek the Senatorial seat held by
Thruston Morton.
Against a dozen candidates in
the primary voting, she won the
nomination, compiling a vote
total of almost 47 per cent

Picture Frames With
The Personal Touch

Dealer

am 478-2271

Personalize your picture
frames with paint. An inexpensive dime-store frame takes on
a different personality when
treated to a coat of silver or
gold paint. Rub down the paint
when almost dry to achieve and
"antique" effect. It'll look like
It was just retrieved from grandmother's attic, especially if it is
the kind that has some molding
on it. You can emphazie the
three-dimensional gelidity of a
frame with paint, too. Just touch
up the frame with a shadowmaker—like lavender, gray or
slate blue. If you want to antique
the lazy man's way, go to your
hardware dealer's and buy a
commercially prepared antiquing solution.

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
Three-quarter she bed with
bookcase headboard and
$14.116
springs
$15.00
chairs
Dinette suite,
cash
chairs,
$10
Suite,
Dinette
4
Dinette set, dressiest tsblip,
$15.00
4 chairs
$1.00
Harvard bed frame .
$15.
Wringer-type washer
Spired Queen Automatic
$411.00
washer
Wringer-type weghsr,
good •
from WS
Odd Divans
.......... $5 each
Sod springs,
Linoleum rugs, regular, Tfc
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
How, $2.25 yard
Corns in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not advertised!
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KATHERINE PEDEN

Kentucky Highways
Get New Coat Paint

The Angel waterfall in Vans
zuela is the highest waterfall in
the world, with a 3,212-foot drop,

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Kentucky's Is used extensively at major interare Weft a new coat sections. The name is derived
of
This
—called from tha fact that It dries In about
the landli.t(time it takes a green
cesilnie
•-alg
to
ed Governor Lode I Was. and fic to change, thus allowing trafFurnitur• Store
Commiadoner of Highways Will- ruption.flow with very little interPlume 4714421
Felton
iam B. Hasekigg. The longer seaOther important lines found on
son was made
when heaters were purchased for all the the highways are known as edge
lines.
These are the white lines
machines.g
you see on the outside of a roadFor many years, Kentucky has way. Like the center line,
these
been using glass and striping
also consist of striping paint and
to mark the center of
the small beads of glass and have
The glass is harmless to
proved to be a great safety feacause it Is in the form of minute ture by helping to cut down on serbeads, smaller than a granule of ious accidents.
sugar. The glass is Combined with
In the past year, the Commonthe paint and is also spread on top
wealth of Kentucky has put apof the paint—allow
immthr
eyllne to proximately 2,500
miles of edge
"glow" almost
lines on its high-speed highways.
Recently, Kentucky motorists,
In the next Year, the Departprimarily In urban areas, may ment of Highways expects to be
AdSeeent to
ntticed a special purpose using much more of the specializmarking material. This material ed marking materials, thus making
Texaco Service Statics
Is laid by a machine called a the highways of Kentucky safer
"Night Um" which was first and more secure for motorists.
used to mark
roadways dutijarithz
'
Cell or See
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awing hours. This new
dries in approximately dm minRApAR REPAIRMEN
utes, .ft
ni
:gitilttle emceeEisctrosaci, eg a branch of phyd= ler the
sic*. Is MIR WU infancy. No one
1Pdkis Cady Oil Co
At"
11110
,
117 Program con- can Ei
thid
ii the newest ideas
tinted KrisbiekT's mdkods of and
of the basic deeirways are con= trade
Ifiekuum.
will produce.
A newer
Mem 1011.1116-1,15
Powes," is now be- Today's rig man dos=
leg used be the data This powder training in
can receive ist=dairout in
from SSG John Upchurch at his
office at Second and Sycamore in
Evansville.
OVT‘OOT THIS ADVUTIRHNHNT NOW!
Ths Army is presently seeking
Tour eon may be neat In ths draft and you may want to
men interested in radar repair.
send a oaks
This profusion requires knowledge
of electridty and radar, as well
WM SHIP:
as electrode tbeay.
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Taming the Kidnapper
Of all the agonies inflicted upon
the family of a kidnap victim, probably the worst is the fear that harm
will befall their loved one.
To stay the kidnapper's hand, the
Federal Kidnapping Act — and
some state kidnap laws as well—
impose a milder penalty on the kidnapper if he releases the victim
unharmed.
What does that mean? What kind
of "harm- are these laws talking
about?
Obviously there is harm inflicted.
calling for the heavier penalty.
when the victim has been subjected
to a deliberate beating or a criminal assault.
Likewise, a court held that harm

FOR SALE:
BEN MIR CERTIFIED

SEED WHEAT
Call JOE CAMPBELL at the

had been inflicted when two women
and a child were locked in a small,
overheated closet, and later bound
hand and foot with ropes and wire.
On the other hand, when the
only injury was that the kidnapper
had gripped the victim's arms hard
enough to hurt, the court refused
to impose the heavier penalty.
"Such trivial injury," said the
judge, "is not sufficient to constitute
bodily harm."
Suppose the injury is indeed serious, but—rather than being inflicted by the kidnapper—is the
result of the victim's own attempt
to escape. Does that kind of an
injury "count" against the kidnapper?
The court said yes in one case,
in which a girl was hurt when she
jumped from a moving car. The
court reasoned that, since the kidnapper had been threatening to
assault her, the dangers of an attempted flight could fairly be attributed to him.
But in another case, where no
threats of harm preceded the escape
attempt, the court ruled that the
resulting injury could not justify a
heavier penalty against the kidnapper.

r Fertilizer Blending Plant
Is Ready To Serve You Now! I
— Any Analysis you want
— Any Quantity you want
— Blending with your small grain
— Fast delivery, accurate and even spreading
— Three truck-spreaders read to serve you
—Free soil testing service

Cayce Lime & Fertilizer Co. i
JOE CAMPBEL
L

MARSHALL SPEED
V
Phone 838-6281 j

Cayce, Ky.
alder esellino

ante. anew wenn.

Corn Growers Speak Up
for Fall Plow-Down
'

-Since I started fplowing down
Southern States sittilizer early,
my average corn yield has increased 10 bushels per acre."
Kenneth Porter, Gracey, Ky.

"Plowing down Southern States
fertilizer early gives me a
chance to plant early, and that
almost always means a better
crop." William McAtee, Cadiz:
Ky.

"Corn utilizes plant food better
when it's plowed down early.
That means a better-paying
crop." Kyle Bruce, Hopkinsville. Ky.

"Early plow-down eliminates
the soil compaction caused by
driving over wet land in the
spring." Rudy Horak, Cheater,
Va

"By plowing down my Southern
States fertilizer in the fall, 1
set my work done when there's
less rush." Hunter Greeniaw,
Fredericksburg, Va.

We find that corn fertilized by
the early plow-down method
shows much less drought damage than corn fertilized in the
row." Oscar Meier, Clarkshurit
Md.

"Fail plow-down is economical
because it lets you buy early
when fertilizer prices are
usually lower." Gregory Smith,
Culpeper, Va.

"I get my Southern States fertilizer down and my plowing
done in the fall when the ground
is in good condition." John Orrock, Fredericksburg, Va.

a

CAKE-TO-VIETNAM

and to

Military Men Anywhere in the World

"Angel Food Oake Boma*
PAMLICO - IN - POPCORN
Ws bake the cake in a new extra-etrong-toll U.S. Patented
pan, put the oak* pan in a poly bag, then into a strong

Sdatists at the Coal Re
search Cater of the US. De
partnamt of Markt have been
Wog high frequency sound
waves to brag' chemical bonds
In coal.

II/NICKS corrugated boa. stuff the corner, tight with popaorta. Uses we ship It via air (overnight) to A.P.O. Postmaster and it is delivered as far away as Vietnam in one

ft

weak at peak at flavor. The boy. enjoy the popcorn (a
eimeta) aa much as the cake.

Send Parcel Peat label
PLZASE PRINT!
Name
Portal Number
Theatre of War or Occupation:
(Check Oast)
0 'Europe
O Vietnam
0 Other
O gorse

I g

o

Fleet - P.O.
A.P.O. Poemaatir: 0 Sall Francisco
la New York
(Check Otis)

Radoeo WOO Osok or Check for PAO (Our bank charges
lee on small thorns). We Pay the Pagese,
Tot LIME= •"Os Angel Mar
104 Itellrood Streik Mickley, Macy oseu
We nakp Oahe to Rids Is Cones% Too.

If

you too want increased
yields, better distribution of
work load, better results in
drought years, plus all the other
benefits of Fall Fertilizer PlowDown, see your Southern States
Agency now. You'll fled that it
also pays to top dress small
grains and pastures in the fall.

For the
sure touch
of a decorator...
uemi TYLAttft-S•rotsA.

Pety-fin Chrism Viail Fiat
Smart raw edereaa
..t
right colors saw yews
to obsess la relyFloe. odorless vinyl
-fgnieg

A

=Oa

Miran Co. I
or coioupthi
mess

"Fall plow-down makes my job
easier in the spring It's a real
life saver if we have a wet
spring.- Robert Cramer,
Adamstown. Md.

Page 9

PAT OVIRWIII
available to is. wither*
orosorfirtkne. our armies* se
as. Vow must leas trill, iFilt or
ay bask. Oshotso is a tablet soil
ewallowod. Oat rid of mon fat jibs!, NW
lower. Galante.% 01111141 *Lae mei is um
on this goaroatast If oat aittsfloil for
any moose. hot retool the Ilieskaas to
Your druggist and get year NS MOW
beak. Na inissthwis Weed. Illahrstoo
Is
sold on Ode ausraatos ten — EVANS
0500 Wariest Mall Orders Filled.

CAYCE LIME & FEWITLI2ER CO.
Cayce, Ky.
Phone 838-6261

Modern
Fully Equipped
Air Conditioned

N.P. Raids

Thursday, October 24, 1968

It may seem strange to draw such
careful distinctions in judging someone as reprehensible as a kidnapper.
Yet, after all, the law's purpose
is not to do the kidnapper any
favors but to reduce the danger to
his victim. This can be achieved
only if the kidnapper has reason to
believe that, if he goes easier on
the victim, the law will go easier
on him.

"We tried both ways and we got
Fetter results with some of our
Southern States plant food
plowed down early." Earl Page. Adamstown, Md

"Plowing down early eliminates
the problem of hold-up of *livery. We don't have delays at
planting time." J. H. McDevitt,
Culpeper, Va.

See yew
Seldom States Cooperative
APINY Int

03 SOUTHERN STATES FERTILIZER
Plow it Down!

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, October 24, 1968
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THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY OCTOBER 24 25, 26
Ladies 2- Piece
Bonded Knit

9:A.M to 6:P.M.
REGISTER FOR
FREE
COLOR TV

— Latest Styles!
Latest Colors!

$4.99
STOCK UP NOW AND SAVE!

LADIES FIRST 011ALFIT

SEAMLESS NYLONS

270Pair
CANNON® TOWELS

Coupon
"6

"fflirErm
3511E
4
4PA
"mg T

49c

/ •

Holds your hair softly in
place for hours. 13-oz. can.

•
,

.0.199.9.90/09u0009000000t

• Heavy-weight
• High Quality

MOLAIRE YARN
alilp 0.00Skala IIIsri
NOW....

aa14

your choice

Reg. 9k

SIX ROLL
GIFT WRAP

68c

88c

Short Lengths

Choose packages
of six rolls printed paper — 26"x
44' per package,
or solid and printed foil —26"x15'
total wrap.
15

Unbleached Muslin190Yd•
BATHROOM TISSUE
10- ROLL BAG

Rog. 990

Free Gum For
The Children

•

Facial Quality

Limit 2 to a Customer

HAIR SPRAY

SUITS

• Extra Large Bath Size!
Heavyweight terries with soft
beauty-fluff finish and pucker.
free Dobby border. Eight great
colors, plus white.

}.=

Rog.39c

ALARM

67c

aock

111111111Mir

Spode!!

2.57
FACIAL TISSUE
200 Pull, 2-Ply, Reg. 39c

18c BOX
Goldfish Deal!

ACcuratel Dependable! Longlasting.

SLEEPING PILLOW
Non•stierg enic 77c
foam filling

I.e.

Sç

Plostkwere
SPECIALS

2- Lively Goldfish
1 - 34-oz. Bowl
Reg.39c Each
Red, blue or
gold stripes,

Lightweight,:
to cleanit

, easy

wastesasiestit.,411
/
4.qt•
pails, 15.qt. 44111r11-

CANVAS SNEAKERS
Fashionable . . .
comfortable.

1.88

he.2.4/

BEN FRANKLIN®
Now Open In Our
Beautiful New Building —

in LAKE STREET,FUL'TON, KT.

